To PANELIZE or
NOT to PANELIZE—
That is the Question

Key considerations when panelizing printed circuit boards
The majority of board manufacturers create
boards in large panels. These panels can
include different designs or simply one design
repeated many times. Depending on the end
client’s requirement, manufacturers can cut the
panels into individual boards. If you would like
more control over what the manufacturer does
with the boards, we recommend panelizing
boards yourself. Though this may require more
upfront work, if a design is going to be massproduced and assembled, panelizing boards
is a good idea. While the basic principle is that
of playing Tetris with your boards, there are
several variables to think about when deciding
whether or not to panelize and how best to
implement it.
One of the biggest potential benefits for
panelizing boards is the cost savings. If you
provide a panelized design, you eliminate
the costs associated with the manufacturer
panelizing the boards. It is possible to change
the board design to better use the space on
the panel, although this is likely to be very
difficult due to other design constraints.
Fortunately, there are also cost savings in the
ease of dealing with a large panel of boards
instead of each one individually.

When it comes to assembling boards in the
thousands (up to hundreds of thousands), the
process will be highly automated. Pick-and-place
machines take time to switch between boards
and to align the boards with their global fiducials.
By reducing the frequency in which the pick-andplace needs to switch out boards, you shorten
the assembly time, which is usually reflected in a
lower assembly price. Populating the board is a
sizable bottleneck in assembly, but it is possible
that the panels may also reduce the setup and
queueing time for the reflow process. When the
boards are complete, test fixtures can be built to
test entire panels at a time instead of individual
boards, again saving time. Once the panels
have been completely populated, soldered, and
tested, they can be broken into individual pieces
or shipped in panels.

Advanced Assembly was founded to help engineers assemble their prototype and low-volume
PCB orders. Based on years of experience within the printed circuit board industry, Advanced
Assembly developed a proprietary system to deliver consistent, machine surface mount technology
(SMT) assembly in 1-5 days. It’s our only focus. We take the hassle out of PCB assembly and
make it easy, so you can spend time on other aspects of your design.
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Panelizing is not for all situations and sometimes when it
is better to panelize, there are additional headaches to
consider. Shipping hundreds of small boards is relatively
easy and inexpensive. Panels, on the other hand, are
usually large enough to make shipping more challenging
and, for panels where pallets are necessary, shipping
options are even more limited. Assembly houses also
have different capabilities, which determine how large
of boards they can handle with different pieces of
equipment. Not only must the panels be able to fit into
the pick-and-place machines, they must be able to go
through the reflow ovens. For conveyor style reflow
ovens, only the width is the limiting factor, but even
some commercial reflow ovens are batch-oriented,
placing boards in, soldering them, and then pulling them
out. Depending on the surface space, the assembly
house may need to separate portions of the panels to fit
them in the batch process. Finally, though testing many
boards at the same time is more efficient, it also means a
larger, more expensive and complex test fixture. In all of
the processes, there may be concerns with warping, drift,
and flexing of the panels. Despite these potential issues,
the size of the panels typically do not pose problems
and the inconveniences are usually worth the savings.
When the manufacturers separate the boards from the
panels, they usually do so by routing out the boards
individually. If they ship the entire panel, it is up to
the end user to separate the boards. Unless there has
been some proper planning, this can be extremely
difficult, requiring custom cutting or drilling that may
look unprofessional. Fortunately, no reputable board
manufacturer will send out panels of boards without
working with the customer to make sure the individual
boards can be broken out.

V-Score

Mouse Bite

panel, a large piece of laminate will be left over after
snapping the board off, which, at best, is unsightly. At
worst, this rough piece will cause the board not to fit
into its enclosure, requiring someone to manually file it
off. A better way is to drill the holes a little further into
the board itself, ideally with the outside edge of the
holes in line with the edge of the board. This will create
a cleaner break, though you need to be careful that
these drill holes are well clear of components or traces.
Besides the danger of a slightly off drill hit, the forces on
the board as it is being separated can cause damage to
nearby components or cause broken traces.
Mouse bites leave smooth, routed edges in every place
except where the mouse bites themselves are—but
they do have some challenges. As well as the rough
spots where they attach, boards that have been mostly
routed out are structurally weak. If a board only has
three or four small points of contact to the panel, they
can flex a great deal, as well as accidentally get popped
out earlier than desired. The trade-off is that additional
mouse bites mean additional rough places on the board
and more time taken to break them out.

The other very common option for breaking out panels
There are two different methods for popping boards.
are V-scores. Instead of routing the outline of the board,
These different ways are chosen purely on what is best for a shallow v-shaped groove is made on the top and the
the individual design and its requirements. Mouse bites, bottom of the board, creating a weak edge that can be
named because of the way the connection points look
snapped out of the panel. This is a cheaper process than
after the board is broken out of the panel, is an excellent mouse bites as the V-scores are easier to make than
option when portions of the board need to have smooth, routing out most of the board and making drill holes
unbroken edges, and other portions do not. To create
along the tabs. V-scores create greater strength while
a mouse bite, otherwise known as a breakaway tab, a
the boards are still part of the panel and are preferred
router is used to cut the outline of the majority of the
by assembly houses, however, they usually yield less
board. There will be a few places remaining that attach
favorable breaks in the boards during depanelization.
the panel and the board, and in these places, a few drill
The force needed to snap the boards is not insignificant
holes will be made to weaken the area. The location of
and it’s very important to make sure that components
these drill holes is important because they will define how are not popped off during the process. Also, the
easily the board will snap out of the panel and how the
edge of the board after separation is also V-shaped,
remaining portion will look. If the drill holes are placed
meaning an additional step is needed if smooth edges
in the center of the piece connecting the board and the
are required. Due to these items, the manufacturer
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specifications for minimum distance from a trace to the
edge of the board can be over four times farther for a
V-score board edge versus a routed board edge. Work
with your manufacturer and assembly house to find
out if there are additional costs associated with mouse
bites versus V-scores to help find which is the most
suitable and cost effective for your situation.
To determine the correct separation method for
your board consider how the boards will physically
processed. For example, while it may seem
straightforward to put the designs directly next to
each other, there needs to be a small area set aside for
the size of the routing tip. This is entirely dependent
on the manufacturer, so either read through their
literature or contact them to find out how much space
you must give for the routing tip. V-scores as well can
be different widths and angles, so work with your
manufacturer to figure out what works best. If there are
components that will hang over the edge of the board,
you also need to give those components sufficient
space to be placed on the board without covering a
portion of the adjacent board.
Odd shaped boards, such as small cutouts of a
rectangular board or completely circular shapes,
need to have rails or tooling frames added to them to
provide parallel edges for processing. As the boards
are going through the pick-and-place machines,

reflow ovens, or wave soldering machines, they are
guided by these two parallel sides. Some manufacturers
and assembly houses are capable of accepting nonrectangular boards, particularly for low volume, so it is
best to work closely with your partners to identify their
capabilities. However, particularly with wave soldering.
Particularly with wave soldering, it is important to identify
which direction the boards will go through the process.
These small strips of PCB are not only used as guides,
but they can add mechanical strength to the panel and
can be ideal locations for both tooling holes and global
fiducials. The tooling holes can be used to securely hold
the panel in place during assembly and testing, but will
be discarded once the boards are complete and broken
out of the panel. The fiducials on the rails should be
located in three corners of the panel. Three fiducials
is recommended because it provides a verification of
the minimum of two fiducials, but also discourages an
accidental one hundred eighty degree rotation of a
panel in a machine.
These concepts cover some of the more basic concepts
and uses of panels. However, the more experienced you
are in dealing with panels, the more creative you can
be. For populating double-sided boards, panels can be
made with boards of alternating sides so that the boards
will go through the pick- and-place once, soldered,
flipped over, and run through the exact same program
on the machine before being soldered once again.
This method, while a bit tricky, reduces the overhead of
needing to switch out programs on the pick-and-place
machine for the different sides of the boards. The
surface tension of the solder holds the components
on the bottom side of the board in place while the
other side is being reflowed. Board manufacturers
and assembly houses both want your designs to be
successful, so work with them if you have a unique
situation that needs additional support. If they are not
willing to work with you, it may be a good indicator you
should look for a different partner.
Panelizing boards is a significant portion of the Designfor-Assembly process, and when done properly, can
make a sizeable difference in the cost, the ease of
assembly, and the success of the product. Your first
attempts may not be perfect but, as with all things
in life and engineering, document your mistakes and
make sure you do not make them again. In the long run,
these techniques will become second nature and simply
another step in the design process for creating a high
quality, cost-effective product.
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